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 Reinach, 17. Mai 2011 
 

 
 

VISION 2011/12 

 

 

Dear colleagues 
 
Your „homework“ is not so easy, regarding visions 2011/12…….. 
 
Herewith I will send you some ideas in the four different asked points: 
 

1. Education Guideline: 
All referees/delegates of the first two leagues in a member federation have to lead a 
„semesterbook“ like on a university. Included: 
- Shuttle run/Cooper test results 
- Results from rule tests, for delegates special delegates test (like in EHF courses) 
- Possibility to create EHF rule tests, which have to be filled in in this book 
- Ranking in the running season 
- Remarks from the national referee commission regarding performance  
- Language capacity 
Additive: 
- EHF should nominate 4 – 5 experts for normal champion chip games in the federations. 

The performance of this games has also to be entered in this book 
- Only this 4 – 5 persons have the duty to award EHF badges 
- No more EHF referee qualification tournaments in „the old style“…… 
- EHF needs a new job in the federation: Referee Development Responsible (« RDR ») 

 
2.  YRP: 

- More psychologie 
- More body language 
- More selling decisions and not selling rules 
- More personality 
- More feedback with direct video analyses 
- Videos, which are focused on the referee as person only and not on the game 
 

3.  E – learning: 
- Electronic powerpoint presentations from an internal experts circle on EHF website 
- Create a technical system, who makes it sure, that this presentation were written 
- Rule tests on internet and electronic answers from all Ref and Del 
- EHF could give the order to referee couples to analyse international games from cham- 
  pions league, which were direct on ehf TV channel. Normal performance sheet to EHF  
  to compare with the Del. Possibility to send this sheet also to the Del 
- Dart fish situations from actual games, the Ref and Del have to take decisions and to  



 

  send this decisions to Vienna to the « RDR » 
 

4.  Electronic Referee evaluation sheet : 
- First of all: you have to open the top secret : what’s about the points in the sheet ? 
- Reduce the included parts! 
- Next game – the last performance sheet has to be send direct to Ref and Del 
- When possible: a special programm with an automatical average in all parts 
- It’s not necessary to send the Referee performance sheet to EHF! 


